(Recall a subgroup A of a group G is a TI set if A c~ Ag+ {1} implies g~N (A).)
Groups with a Steinberg Character
Forrest A. Richen Let G be a finite group and p a rational prime. If G is a simple Lie type group of characteristic p then G has the following property. G has an absolutely irreducible character )~ whose degree is the order of a p-Sylow subgroup of G, and all other characters are in the principal p-block, Bo (P). (Z is called the Steinberg character. See [4, 5, 9] and [12] .) For simple groups G, this property seems to hold only if G has Lie type of characteristic p.
The most general conjecture that can be made from this observation, namely that the above property about the characters of G forces G to be of Lie type at characteristic p, seems too difficult at present. In fact to prove anything in this direction, I have had to make arithemtical assumptions about G as well as assumptions about a subgroup which ultimately corresponds to the normalizer of a torus. In Section 4 1 will indicate why such assumptions may be inevitable.
Theorem. Let G be a finite group and p a prime such that IGI =pg', (p, g') = 1. Suppose that G has an irreducible character Z of degree p and that all other characters of G are in the principal p-block, B o (p). Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup and let N(P) = HP where H c~ P = {1}. Suppose that H is a TI set and [N(H)I=2IH[. 7-hen G is isomorphic to PSL2 (p).
(Recall a subgroup A of a group G is a TI set if A c~ Ag+ {1} implies g~N(A).)
The following corollary is related to a theorem of Ito [11] .
Corollary. Let G be a transitive permutation group of prime degree, p. Suppose G has a unique character Z whose degree is divisible by p and that Z(1)=p.
Suppose that if the normalizer of a p-Sylow subgroup P of G is HP where Hc~P={1} then H is a TI set and ]N(H)I=2]H]. Then p=5, 7 or 11 and G~-PSL 2 (p).
The proof of the theorem is carried out in Sections 1-3 and the corollary is proved and discussed in Section 4. I assume familiarity with elementary finite group theory and character theory including the theory of blocks. (Gorenstein's book [8] , Huppert's book [10] and Curtis and Reiner's book [3] will serve as general references.) At a crucial point detailed information about B o (p) is needed for groups containing p to the first power (Brauer [1] ), but that information is fully stated in the text. w 1. Some Subgroups of G Let G be a group that satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup, B = N(P)= HP where H f~ P = 1, and N = N(H). Since the characters of G are {)~} w B o (p), G has exactly one block of defect 1. Brauer's first main theorem gives C (P)_ P (or see Theorem 3 in Brauer [2] ). Thus H ~-N(P)/C(P) is a cyclic group whose order e divides p-1. Since IN Now let x be a generator of H.
since ~o~=~f implies that ~oi vanishes off of P. Thus the lemma implies that there is an involution ueG such that x"=x -1. Thus (x, u) is a dihedral subgroup of N of order 2e and so is equal to N.
w 2. Some Characters of G
Recall that if A is a subgroup of G which is a TI set then the mapping from the set of generalized characters of N(A) whose support is contained in A-{1} to generalized characters of G, e ~-~ ca, the induced character, is an isometry (4.4.6, [8] We now must recall some facts about the principal block of G, B 0 (p Proof At least one 71 is not in the exceptional family of B 0 (p) for if they both were, then (2.1) and (2.2) would say that they are equal everywhere contrary to 71 :J/=~2" Let x--h(1 ) and a=~(1). Then (2.1) implies 0 = 1 -e x + 6 a, and (2.2) implies that e x -_+ 1 (rood p). If e x-: 1 (mod p), then p]a and so ~r ). Thus ~=Z. If ex_---1 (modp) then 6a---2 (mod p). Since e > 4 and e f p-1, p > 7. Thus 6 a ~ _+ 1 and so ~ must belong to the exceptional family of B0(P ). But then t6 a= + 1 (rood p) which gives -2 t--_+ 1 (rood p). Hence p < 2 t + 1. But e > 4 and e t = p-1 yield 4 t < 2 t a contradiction.
Since ~=Z, (2.1) gives that ~=e(1 +6Z-~a).
;( is rational valued since it is the only character of degree p, and (2.1) says that 2~ and hence F~ ~ are real valued. Thus 7i is real valued. Its degree e(1 + 6 Z (1))= e + ~ 6 p. Since this must be a positive number, e 6--1. Thus 71(1) is p-1 or p+l. Suppose 7i(1)=p-1. Then 7~(g)=-1 if g is a p-element, and so 7il P q-1p is the regular character of P. In the notation of the proof of (1.3) we then have 1 = (Tile, ~j)e = (Tq~, (P J8 by Frobenius reciprocity, and so f 7~IB= ~ q~j which vanishes on H-{)}. But if x is a generator of H we
is a rational root of unity from the proof of (1.3), and 2~ (x) is easily computed to be a real number < 2. Thus 0 = 7~ (x)< -3 + 1 + 2---0 a contradiction. Thus 7g(1)=p+l proving (2.3).
For the remainder of this section assume e> 4. By a theorem of Tuan (Theorems A and B, [14] ) the tree Tdescribed in (2.2) can be drawn so that it is symmetric with respect to a stem (an open polygonal subgraph) and so that mapping a character to its contragredient is the automorphism of the tree which is reflection through the stem. Thus a character is real valued if and only if it is a vertex on the stem. The trivial character is one end point of the stem. Both of Yl and 7z are on the stem and so least one of them, 71 say, has more than one modular constitutent. No modular constituent of h is the trivial modular representation since 71 (g) = 1 for a p-element g by (2.2). Thus one of the modular constituents of 71 is a faithful irreducible representation of G in a field of characteristic p of degree no larger than (p+ 1)/2. Feit's theorem (Theorem 1, [6] ) implies that G is of type Lz(p) and so (1.2) implies that G~PSL2(p).
It is possible to reduce the cases e=2, 3 and 4 to high powered classification theorems, but with very little extra effort these cases can be disposed of by elementary methods.
By (2.2) there are e + t characters in B o (p) and there is just one other, the Steinberg character Z. Hence G has exactly e + t + 1 conjugacy classes. By (1.1) t of these classes are classes of p-elements and there is one class for the identity. Writing I Gl = (1 + r p) e p, where 1 + r p = I G: N(P) I, each p-element g is in a class of size IG:
Thus there are (1 + r p) e t= (1 + r p) (p-1) p-elements in G. Let x 1 .... , x e be the orders of the elements in each of the remaining e-classes and Cl, ..-, ce the orders of the centralizers of these elements. Summing the orders of the conjugacy classes we get
(l +rp)ep= l +(l +rp)(p-1)+(l +rp)ep [l+'..+-~]
or 1 +r(p-1) 1 1 1 (,) 1 - ~---+... +--.
l+rp e q c e
Suppose e---2. Then N is the centralizer of an involution and has order 4. Since G is simple, G has a prime q different from 2 and p in its order. The centralizer of a q-element is a power of q, since G has only 3 classes of p-regular elements. Thus we may write c1= q" and cz=4. The corollary follows directly from the theorem. Since G is a transitive permutation group of degree p where p is a prime, G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric group on p letters. Thus p divides rGr only once and the p-Sylow groups of G are self centralizing. But a p-Sylow subgroup being self centralizing implies that every character whose degree is prime to p belongs to B o (p) (Theorem 3, I-2]). Thus the hypo-theses of the theorem hold for G and p, and so G ~= PSL z (p). Since G has a subgroup of index p, a theorem of Galois implies that p = 2, 3, 5, 7 or 11 (II, 8.28, [10] ), and p=2 and 3 are excluded since G is simple.
Ito proves the following related result (Theorem, [11] ). Suppose G is a transitive permutation group of prime degree p. (A) Suppose (p -1)/2 = q is a prime. (B) Suppose exactly one character of G has degree divisible by p. Then p = 5, 7, or 11 and G-~ PSL 2 (p).
Hypothesis (B) is weaker than the corresponding hypothesis about the Steinberg character in the corollary. However hypothesis (A) is certainly stronger than the corollary's hypothesis about H. In fact it is not hard to prove that if G is a simple transitive permutation group of degree p = 2q + I with p and q primes and ifH is defined as in the corollary, then H is a TI set and [N(H)I = 2 [H[. Thus perhaps some strong assumption on H is inevitable.
